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The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) administers oral as well as written exams for pilot
certification and flight review. These exam guides teach applicants not only what to expect, but
also how to exhibit subject mastery and confidence under the scrutiny of the FAA Examiner. In
this series, the most consistent questions asked in each exam are provided in a question-and-
answer format, with information sources for further study. Applicants facing the Commercial Pilot
oral exams will benefit from the topics discussed and the further study materials provided in this
Commercial edition, which have been updated to reflect important FAA regulatory, procedural,
and training changes. It also contains a chapter on the currently hot FAA topic of "scenario-
based training" (SBT), written by Arlynn McMahon (author of "Train Like You Fly"). It provides
insight into these more-complex questions on how to demonstrate one's grasp of the practical
application of flight training. Scenario-based questions are now an integral part of FAA Oral &
Practical Exams. A new appendix discussing the FAA categories of aircraft carriage has been
added: AC 120-12, "Private Carriage vs. Common Carriage of Persons or Property."
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M.D.H.IntroductionThe Commercial Pilot Oral Exam Guide is a comprehensive guide designed
for pilots who are involved in training for the Commercial Pilot Certificate. It was originally
designed for use in a Part 141 flight school, but quickly became popular with those training
under Part 61 who were not affiliated with an approved school. This guide will also prove
beneficial to pilots who wish to refresh their knowledge or who are preparing for a flight
review.The Commercial Pilot Airplane Airman Certification Standards (FAA-S-ACS-7) specifies
the areas in which knowledge must be demonstrated by the applicant before issuance of a pilot
certificate or rating. The Commercial Pilot Oral Exam Guide is designed to evaluate a pilot’s
knowledge of those areas.Commercial pilots are professionals engaged in various flight
activities for compensation or hire. Because of their professional status, they should exhibit a
significantly higher level of knowledge than a private pilot. This guide assumes that the pilot has
the prerequisite knowledge necessary for private pilot certification and attempts to cover only
those advanced areas of knowledge necessary for commercial pilot certification. A review of the
information presented within this guide along with a general review of the Private Pilot Oral Exam



Guide (ASA-OEG-P) should provide the necessary preparation for the oral section of an FAA
commercial pilot checkride or recertification check.In this guide, questions and answers are
organized into nine chapters which represent those areas of knowledge required for the practical
test. At any time during the practical test, an examiner may ask questions pertaining to any of the
subject areas within these divisions. Through intensive post-commercial-checkride debriefings,
we have provided you with the most consistent questions asked, along with the information
necessary for a knowledgeable response.This guide may be supplemented with other
comprehensive study materials as noted in parentheses after each question. For example: (FAA-
H-8083-25). The abbreviations for these materials and their titles are listed on the next page. Be
sure that you use the latest version of these references when reviewing for the test. Check the
ASA Textbook Updates webpage at for the latest updates to this book; all the latest changes in
FAA procedures and regulations that affect these questions will be listed there. Additional
resources can be found on the Reader Resources webpage for this book at .In addition to the
regular question-and-answer sessions in each chapter, questions for further review have been
included at the end of sections. These additional questions are designed to be good study aids
for the references below, upon which they are based.14 CFR Part 1Definitions and
Abbreviations14 CFR Part 23Airworthiness Standards: Normal Category Airplanes14 CFR Part
43Maintenance, Preventive Maintenance, Rebuilding, and Alteration14 CFR Part 47Aircraft
Registration14 CFR Part 61Certification: Pilots, Flight Instructors, and Ground Instructors14
CFR Part 91General Operating and Flight Rules14 CFR Part 93Special Air Traffic Rules14 CFR
Part 95IFR Altitudes14 CFR Part 99Security Control of Air Traffic14 CFR Part 110Certification
and Operations: General Requirements14 CFR Part 119Certification: Air Carriers and
Commercial Operators49 CFR Part 1544Aircraft Operator Security: Air Carriers and Commercial
Operators49 CFR Part 1552Flight SchoolsNTSB Part 830Notification and Reporting of Aircraft
Accidents and IncidentsFAA-H-8083-1Aircraft Weight and Balance HandbookFAA-
H-8083-2Risk Management HandbookFAA-H-8083-3Airplane Flying HandbookFAA-
H-8083-6Advanced Avionics HandbookFAA-H-8083-9Aviation Instructor’s HandbookFAA-
H-8083-15Instrument Flying HandbookFAA-H-8083-16Instrument Procedures HandbookFAA-
H-8083-25Pilot’s Handbook of Aeronautical KnowledgeFAA-H-8083-30Aviation Maintenance
Technician Handbook—GeneralFAA-H-8083-31Aviation Maintenance Technician Handbook—
AirframeFAA-H-8083-32Aviation Maintenance Technician Handbook—PowerplantFAA-
P-8740-13Engine Operation for PilotsFAA-P-8740-35All About FuelFAA-P-8740-36Proficiency
and the Private PilotFAA-P-8740-41Medical Facts for PilotsFAA-P-870-44Impossible TurnFAA-S-
ACS-7Commercial Pilot—Airplane Airman Certification StandardsAC 00-6Aviation WeatherAC
00-24ThunderstormsAC 00-30Clear Air Turbulence AvoidanceAC 00-45Aviation Weather
ServicesAC 00-54Pilot Windshear GuideAC 20-105Reciprocating Engine Power-Loss Accident
Prevention and Trend MonitoringAC 23-8Flight Test Guide for Certification of Part 23
AirplanesAC 39-7Airworthiness DirectivesAC 43-12Preventive MaintenanceAC 60-6Airplane
Flight Manuals (AFM), Approved Manual Materials, Markings, and Placards—AirplanesAC



60-22Aeronautical Decision MakingAC 61-65Certification: Pilots and Flight InstructorsAC
61-67Stall and Spin Awareness TrainingAC 61-107Operations of Aircraft at Altitudes Above
25,000 Feet MSL and/or Mach Number Greater than 0.75AC 61-134General Aviation Controlled
Flight into TerrainAC 61-142Sharing Aircraft Operating Expenses in Accordance with 14 CFR §
61.113(c)AC 68-1BasicMedAC 91-13Cold Weather Operation of AircraftAC 91-37Truth in
LeasingAC 91-51Effect of Icing on Aircraft Control and Airplane Deice and Anti-Ice SystemsAC
91-63Temporary Flight RestrictionsAC 91-73Part 91 & Part 135 Single-Pilot Procedures during
Taxi OperationsAC 91-74Pilot Guide: Flight in Icing ConditionAC 120-12Private Carriage vs.
Common Carriage of Persons or PropertyAC 120-27Aircraft Weight and Balance ControlAC
120-80In-Flight FiresOK-09-439Oxygen Equipment Use in General Aviation OperationsFAA
InFo 07015Flight Risk Assesment ToolOrder 8900.1Flight Standards Information Management
SystemAFMAirplane Flight ManualsAIMAeronautical Information ManualAWCAviation Weather
CenterGADLGGeneral Aviation Dry Leasing GuideNOTAMsNotices to AirmenP/CGPilot/
Controller Glossary (from AIM)POHPertinent Pilot Operating HandbooksSAFOFAA Safety Alert
for OperatorsTSATransportation Security AdministrationUSRGDFAA Aeronautical Chart User’s
Guide1Pilot QualificationsA. Privileges and Limitations1. What are the eligibility requirements for
a Commercial Pilot (airplane) Certificate? (14 CFR 61.123)a. Be at least 18 years of age.b. Be
able to read, speak, write, and understand the English language.c. Hold at least a private pilot
certificate.d. Hold at least a current Third Class Medical Certificate.e. Received the required
ground and flight training endorsements.f. Pass the required knowledge and practical tests.g.
Meet the aeronautical experience requirements.2. What are the aeronautical experience
requirements for a Commercial Pilot Certificate? (14 CFR 61.129)A person who applies for a
Commercial Pilot Certificate with an airplane category and single-engine class rating must log at
least 250 hours of flight time as a pilot that consists of at least:a. 100 hours in powered aircraft,
of which 50 hours must be in airplanes.b. 100 hours of PIC flight time, which includes at least:•
50 hours in airplanes.• 50 hours in cross-country flight of which 10 hours must be in airplanes.c.
20 hours of training on the areas of training listed in §61.127(b)(1) that includes at least 10 hours
of instrument training. Five of the 10 hours of instrument training must be in a single-engine
airplane.d. 10 hours of training in a complex, turbine-powered, or technically advanced airplane
(TAA), or any combination thereof.e. 10 hours of solo flight time in a single-engine airplane or 10
hours of flight time performing the duties of PIC in a single-engine airplane with an authorized
instructor on board that include:• One cross-country flight of not less than 300 NM total
distance.• 5 hours in night VFR conditions with 10 takeoffs and 10 landings at an airport with an
operating control tower.Exam Tip: The evaluator may ask you to demonstrate that you’re current
and eligible to take the practical test. When preparing for your practical test, verify that you have
the required ground and flight time experience, that you’re current, and don’t forget to double-
check all of your endorsements. Make sure that all of your logbook columns are totaled, that the
page totals are carried forward, that you have signed each page, and have verified that all of the
entries make sense.3. What privileges apply to a commercial pilot? (14 CFR 61.133)A person



who holds a Commercial Pilot Certificate may act as PIC of an aircraft:a. Carrying persons or
property for compensation or hire.b. For compensation or hire.Note: 14 CFR §61.133 also states
that a commercial pilot must be qualified and comply with the applicable parts of the regulations
that apply to the particular operation being conducted (e.g., Part 121 or 135).4. Explain the
difference between your commercial pilot privileges and the operational authority required to
conduct a flight for compensation or hire. (AC 61-142)The privileges and limitations conferred on
pilots are separate and distinct from the operational authority required to conduct the flights. A
person who holds an ATP Certificate or a Commercial Pilot Certificate may act as PIC of an
aircraft operated for compensation or hire and may carry persons or property for compensation
or hire. However, most of these commercial operations require the operator to hold a certificate
under Part 119 authorizing such operations. Unless a valid exception from operational
certification applies, in order to “hold out” as being able to transport persons or property for
compensation or hire, a commercial pilot or ATP must be operating in accordance with an Air
Carrier Certificate or Operating Certificate issued under Part 119.Note: Even though a
Commercial Pilot Certificate allows a pilot to carry passengers or property for compensation or
hire, it does not allow them to act as an air carrier or commercial operator without first obtaining
an air carrier or operating certificate.5. What does the term commercial operator refer to? (14
CFR Part 1)A commercial operator is a person who, for compensation or hire, engages in the
carriage by aircraft in air commerce of persons or property, other than as an air carrier or foreign
air carrier or under the authority of Part 375. Where it is doubtful that an operation is for
“compensation or hire,” the test applied is whether the carriage by air is merely incidental to the
person’s other business or is, in itself, a major enterprise for profit.6. Would being both the pilot
and the provider of an aircraft to someone for compensation or hire require the pilot to also be in
possession of a Part 119 operating certificate? (FAA Safety Briefing)Generally, if you are being
compensated for providing a service to another person and have operational control of the
aircraft in which that service is provided, you are required to have been issued an operating
certificate to conduct that operation under Part 135, or Parts 121 or 125 if larger aircraft and
more complex operations are involved.7. Define the term operational control. (AC 91-37, 14 CFR
1.1)As defined in 14 CFR §1.1, operational control “with respect to a flight, means the exercise
of authority over initiating, conducting or terminating a flight.” Operational control involves three
basic areas: flight crew, aircraft, and flight management.8. What is common carriage? (AC
61-142, AC 120-12)Common carriage refers to the carriage of passengers or cargo as a result
of advertising the availability of the carriage to the public. A carrier becomes a common carrier
when it “holds itself out” to the public, or a segment of the public, as willing to furnish
transportation within the limits of its facilities to any person who wants it. There are four elements
in defining a common carrier:a. A holding out or a willingness,b. to transport persons or
property,c. from place to place,d. for compensation or hire.9. What actions by a pilot would
constitute holding out? (AC 61-142, AC 120-12)Holding out is accomplished by any means that
communicates to the public that a transportation service is indiscriminately available to the



members of that segment of the public that it is designed to attract. There is no specific rule or
criteria as to how holding out is achieved. Instead, holding out is determined by assessing the
available facts of a specific situation. Advertising in any form raises the question of holding
out.10. What are examples of factors that the FAA would consider in determining whether an
operator is holding out? (AC 61-142)The FAA would consider whether an operator is using:a.
Agents, agencies, or salespeople—individuals who may obtain passenger traffic from the
general public and collect them into groups to be carried by the operator.b. Print publications—
advertising in newspapers, magazines, directories, brochures, posters, or any other type of
publication is the most direct means of holding out.c. Internet—the internet has a virtually
unlimited audience and an advertisement published on the internet would not meet the criteria of
a limited and defined group and, in most instances, would be considered to be holding out.d.
Websites—posting of a flight on a website accessible to the general public, or a segment of the
general public, is considered holding out.e. Social media—to avoid being considered to be
holding out, a pilot would need to be reaching out to a defined and limited group of people with
whom he or she has an ongoing, pre-existing relationship apart from expense sharing.f. Apps—
the use of applications on mobile or electronic devices to advertise flights for cost sharing under
14 CFR §61.113(c) is considered holding out.g. Email—an email among close friends, asking to
share operating expenses, may be acceptable. However, sending an email to every friend,
acquaintance, colleague, or contact may be considered holding out.h. Personal solicitation and
reputation/course of conduct—physically holding out, without advertising, where the pilot gains
a reputation of serving all, is sufficient to constitute an offer to carry all customers.11. Are their
commercial operations that a commercial pilot could conduct that do not require the issuance of
a Part 119 certificate? (14 CFR Part 119.1)A Part 119 certificate is not required when
conducting:a. Student Instruction.b Non-stop commercial air tours (14 CFR §119.1(e)(2)).c.
Ferry or training flights.d. Crop dusting, seeding, spraying, or bird chasing.e. Banner towing.f.
Aerial photography or survey.g. Firefighting.h. Powerline or pipeline patrol.i. Carrying persons for
the purpose of intentional parachute operations.j. Emergency mail service.k. Carriage of
candidates in elections (14 CFR §91.321).12. Determine if either of the following two scenarios
are common carriage operations and, if so, why?Scenario 1: I am a local businessperson and
require a package to be flown to a distant destination ASAP. I will pay you to fly my airplane to
deliver this package.Scenario 2: I am a local businessperson and require a package to be flown
to a distant destination ASAP. You reply that you can do the job for a fee. You promptly line up a
local rental aircraft you’re checked out in and deliver the package.Scenario 2 would be
considered a common carriage operation because you are holding out by indicating a general
willingness to all customers with whom contact is made to transport persons or property from
place to place for compensation.13. What are the three types of operations that require a Part
119 certificate? (14 CFR 119.5)A Part 119 certificate is required for each person conducting or
intending to conduct:a. Operations as a direct air carrier.b. Operations as a U.S. commercial
operator.c. Operations when common carriage is not involved as an operator of U.S. registered



civil airplanes with a seat configuration of 20 or more passengers or a maximum payload
capacity of 6,000 pounds or more (Part 125).14. What are the two basic types of certificates
issued to applicants under Part 119? (14 CFR 119.5, Order 8900.1)a. Air Carrier Certificate—
this certificate is issued to applicants who plan to conduct interstate, foreign, or overseas
transportation, or to carry mail.b. Operating Certificate—this certificate is issued to applicants
who plan to conduct intrastate common carriage operations and certain applicants who do not
conduct common carriage operations (i.e., Part 125 private carriage operations). See 14 CFR
§119.5 and Order 8900.1 Volume 2, Chapter 2, Section 2-128 for additional information.15.
What are the four types of operations that do not involve common carriage? (14 CFR 110.2,
119.3)14 CFR §119.3 defines operations not involving common carriage to mean any of the
following:a. Non-common carriage.b. Operations in which persons or cargo are transported
without compensation or hire.c. Operations not involving the transportation of persons or
cargo.d. Private carriage.Note: Non-common carriage and private carriage are commercial
because they involve compensation or hire. Operations in which persons or cargo are
transported without compensation or hire and operations not involving the transportation of
persons or cargo, are non-commercial.16. Define the terms non-common carriage and private
carriage. (Order 8900.1 Vol. 2, Ch. 2-127)Non-common carriage—involves the carriage of
persons or property for compensation or hire, but there is no holding out. Non-common carriage
operations require the issuance of an Operating Certificate. Operations are conducted under
Parts 125 or 135, depending on the type of aircraft, seating configuration, and payload
capacity.Private carriage—involves the carriage of persons or property for compensation or hire
with limitations on the number of contracts. The carriage of persons or property for
compensation or hire under a contractual business arrangement between the operator and
another person or organization, which did not result from the operator’s holding out or offering
service, is considered to be private carriage. Private carriage operations require the issuance of
an Operating Certificate. Operations are conducted under Parts 125 or 135, depending on the
type of aircraft, seating configuration, and payload capacity.17. What are several examples of
non-common carriage operations that involve the transportation of persons or property and may
involve compensation, but are conducted under Part 91? (14 CFR 91.501)Part 91 Subpart F
applies to large and turbine-powered multi-engine airplanes and fractional ownership program
aircraft. 14 CFR §91.501 sets conditions on the amount and types of compensation for these
operations. Examples include:a. Flights conducted by the operator of an airplane for the
operator’s own personal transportation, or the transportation of guests.b. Carriage of company
officials, employees, and guests on an airplane operated under a time sharing, interchange, or
joint ownership agreement.c. Carriage of property (except mail) incidental to business (limited
compensation for expenses).d. Carriage of a group (with common purpose) when there is no
charge, assessment, or fee.e. Fractional ownership.18. A lease involving an aircraft is
sometimes referred to as a wet lease or a dry lease. Explain the difference. (AC 91-37, 14 CFR
110.2)Wet lease—any leasing arrangement whereby a person agrees to provide an entire



aircraft and at least one crewmember. A wet lease is a commercial arrangement whereby an
aircraft owner leases both the aircraft and at least one crewmember to another person for his or
her exclusive use for a specified period or a defined number of flights. The lessor maintains
operational control. A common example of a wet lease would be the charter of an aircraft and
crew to a passenger(s) by a certificated charter operator conducting operations under Part
135.Dry lease—the leasing of an aircraft without the crew is considered to be a dry lease and
the lessee exercises operational control of the aircraft. When dry leasing, you do not need an
Operating Certificate as long as you do not carry persons or property for compensation or hire.
For larger aircraft operating under Part 125, review §125.1 for the certificate requirements of
your intended operation.19. Describe a common form of a dry lease. (General Aviation Dry
Leasing Guide)Types of dry leases include rental agreements and, in aircraft, trust
arrangements and operating agreements. Under a dry lease, the compensation being paid is
typically in the form of a rental payment in exchange for the lessee’s own use (whether the
lessee is a pilot or a passenger who has hired a pilot) of the equipment being rented, analogous
to obtaining a rental car for one’s ground transportation needs.20. Why is it important to
understand the difference between a wet lease and a dry lease? (AC 91-37)The regulations that
govern an aircraft's operation will be different depending on who has operational control of the
flight and whether the aircraft was wet leased or dry leased. With certain exceptions, such as 14
CFR §91.501(c), an aircraft operated under a wet lease agreement is required to have an Air
Carrier Certificate and conduct operations under Parts 121 or 135 regulations. When operating
under a dry lease, the lessee is not required to have an Air Carrier Certificate and may operate
under the less restrictive Part 91 regulations.21. Briefly describe the following regulations: 14
CFR Part 91 Subpart F, 119, 121, 125, and 135.Part 91 Subpart F—generally, corporate
operations not involving common carriage are governed by Part 91, Subpart F.Part 119—
consolidates the certification and operations specifications (ops specs) requirements for
persons who operate in common carriage under Parts 121 and 135. Part 119 also lists
operations that do not require an Air Carrier or Commercial Operating Certificate.Part 121—
establishes the regulations for air carriers flying for compensation or hire. Part 121 operations
require issuance of an Air Carrier Certificate and associated ops specs.Part 125—establishes a
uniform set of certification and operational rules for large airplanes having a seating capacity of
20 or more passengers or a maximum payload capacity of 6,000 pounds or more, when
common carriage is not involved. These rules substantially upgrade the level of safety applicable
to large airplanes formerly operated under Part 91.Part 135—governs commuter or on-demand
operations; requires issuance of an Air Carrier or Operating Certificate and associated ops
specs.22. What limitation is imposed on a newly certificated commercial airplane pilot if that
person does not hold an Instrument Rating? (14 CFR 61.133)The pilot must hold an Instrument
Rating in the same category and class, or the Commercial Pilot Certificate that is issued is
endorsed with a limitation prohibiting the following:a. The carriage of passengers for hire in
airplanes on cross-country flights in excess of 50 nautical miles.b. The carriage of passengers



for hire in airplanes at night.23. To act as a required pilot flight crewmember of a civil aircraft,
what must a pilot have in his/her physical possession or readily accessible in the aircraft? (14
CFR 61.3)a. A pilot certificate (including any special purpose pilot authorization or temporary
certificate).b. A photo identification (driver’s license, government or state ID, passport etc.).c. An
appropriate medical certificate.24. If a certificated pilot changes his/her permanent mailing
address and fails to notify the FAA Airman Certification Branch of the new address, for how long
may the pilot continue to exercise the privileges of his/her pilot certificate? (14 CFR 61.60)30
days after the date of the move.25. If a pilot certificate is accidentally lost or destroyed, a pilot
could continue to exercise the privileges of that certificate provided he/she follows what specific
procedure? (14 CFR 61.29)a. An application for the replacement of a lost or destroyed airman
certificate issued under Part 61 is made by letter to the Department of Transportation, Federal
Aviation Administration or a request online to Airmen Services; andb. A person who has lost a
certificate may obtain, in a form or manner approved by the FAA Administrator, a document
conveying temporary authority to exercise the certificate privileges. The document may be
carried as an airman certificate for up to 60 days pending the person’s receipt of a duplicate
certificate.26. To act as PIC of a high-performance aircraft, what flight experience requirements
must be met? (14 CFR 61.31)A high-performance airplane is an airplane with an engine of more
than 200 horsepower. To act as PIC of a high-performance airplane, a person must have:a.
Received and logged ground and flight training from an authorized instructor in a high-
performance airplane, or in a full flight simulator or flight training device that is representative of
a high-performance airplane;b. Been found proficient in the operation and systems of that
airplane; andc. Received a one-time endorsement in the pilot’s logbook from an authorized
instructor who certifies the person is proficient to operate a high-performance airplane.27. What
is the definition of a complex airplane?(14 CFR 61.1)A complex airplane is defined as an
airplane that has a retractable landing gear, flaps, and a controllable pitch propeller, including
airplanes equipped with an engine control system consisting of a digital computer and
associated accessories for controlling the engine and propeller, such as a full authority digital
engine control (FADEC).28. What are the requirements to act as PIC of a complex airplane? (14
CFR 61.31)To act as PIC of a complex airplane, you must have:a. Received and logged ground
and flight training from an authorized instructor in a complex airplane, or in a full flight simulator
or flight training device that is representative of a complex airplane, and been found proficient in
the operation and systems of the airplane; andb. Received a one-time endorsement in your
logbook from an authorized instructor who certifies that you are proficient to operate a complex
airplane.29. To act as PIC of a pressurized aircraft, what flight experience requirements must be
met? (14 CFR 61.31)To act as PIC of a pressurized aircraft (an aircraft that has a service ceiling
or maximum operating altitude, whichever is lower, above 25,000 feet MSL), a person must have
received and logged ground and flight training from an authorized instructor and obtained an
endorsement in the person’s logbook or training record from an authorized instructor who
certifies the person has:a. satisfactorily accomplished the ground training, which includes high-



altitude aerodynamics, meteorology, respiration, hypoxia, etc.; andb. received and logged
training in a pressurized aircraft, or in a full flight simulator or flight training device representative
of a pressurized aircraft, and obtained an endorsement in the person’s logbook or training
record from an authorized instructor who found the person proficient in the operation of
pressurized aircraft (must include normal cruise flight above 25,000 feet MSL, emergency
procedures for rapid decompression, and emergency descent procedures).30. To act as PIC of
a tailwheel airplane, what flight experience requirements must be met? (14 CFR 61.31)No
person may act as PIC of a tailwheel airplane unless that person has received and logged flight
training from an authorized instructor in a tailwheel airplane and received an endorsement in the
person’s logbook from an authorized instructor who found the person proficient in the operation
of a tailwheel airplane. The flight training must include at least the following maneuvers and
procedures: normal and crosswind takeoffs and landings, wheel landings, and go-around
procedures.31. When would a commercial pilot be required to hold a type rating? (14 CFR
61.31)According to 14 CFR §61.31, a person who acts as a PIC of any of the following aircraft
must hold a type rating for that aircraft:a. Large aircraft (gross weight over 12,500 pounds,
except lighter-than-air).b. Turbojet-powered airplanes.c. Other aircraft specified by the
Administrator through aircraft Type Certificate procedures.32. With respect to certification,
privileges, and limitations of airmen, define the terms category, class, and type. (14 CFR Part
1)Category—a broad classification of aircraft (e.g., airplane, rotorcraft, glider, etc.)Class—a
classification of aircraft within a category having similar operating characteristics (e.g., single-
engine land, multi-engine land, etc.)Type—a specific make and basic model of aircraft including
modifications that do not change its handling or flight characteristics (e.g., DC-9, B-737, etc.)33.
Can a pilot with a commercial certificate and multi-engine land rating carry passengers in a
single-engine airplane? (14 CFR 61.31)No. Unless the pilot holds a category, class, and type
rating (if a class and type rating is required) that applies to that aircraft, the pilot may not act as
PIC in this situation.34. Can a commercial pilot carry a passenger in an aircraft operated in
formation flight? (14 CFR 91.111)No person may operate an aircraft, carrying passengers for
hire, in formation flight.35. Can a commercial pilot carry passengers in a restricted, limited, or
experimental category aircraft? (14 CFR 91.313, 91.315, 91.317, and 91.319)No person may
operate a restricted, limited, or experimental category aircraft carrying persons or property for
hire.36. When may a commercial pilot log flight time as second-in-command time? (14 CFR
61.51)According to 14 CFR §61.51, a pilot may log second-in-command time only for that flight
time during which that person:a. Is qualified according to the second-in-command requirements
of 14 CFR §61.55, and occupies a crewmember station in an aircraft that requires more than
one pilot by the aircraft’s Type Certificate; orb. Holds the appropriate category, class, and
instrument rating (if an instrument rating is required for the flight) for the aircraft being flown, and
more than one pilot is required under the type certification of the aircraft or the regulations under
which the flight is being conducted.37. You are currently en route to your destination and the sun
has set. When can you begin logging flight time as night flight time? (14 CFR Part 1)Night is



defined as the time between the end of evening civil twilight and the beginning of morning civil
twilight, as published in the Air Almanac and converted to local time. All flight time that occurs
during this period of time is considered night flight time.38. While you are performing a preflight
inspection on your aircraft, an inspector from the FAA introduces herself and says she wants to
conduct a ramp inspection. What documents are you required to show the inspector? (14 CFR
61.3)Each person who holds an airman certificate, medical certificate, authorization, or license
required by Part 61 must present it and their photo identification for inspection upon a request
from the Administrator; an authorized NTSB representative; any federal, state, or local law
enforcement officer; or an authorized representative of the TSA.B. Currency Requirements1.
What are the requirements to remain current as a commercial pilot? (14 CFR 61.56, 61.57)a.
Within the preceding 24 months, the pilot must have accomplished a flight review given in an
aircraft for which that pilot is rated by an authorized instructor and received a logbook
endorsement certifying that the person has satisfactorily completed the review.b. To carry
passengers, a pilot must have made, within the preceding 90 days:• Three takeoffs and landings
as the sole manipulator of flight controls of an aircraft of the same category and class and, if a
type rating is required, of the same type.• If the aircraft is a tailwheel airplane, the landings must
have been made to a full stop.• If operations are to be conducted during the period beginning 1
hour after sunset and ending 1 hour before sunrise, with passengers on board, the PIC must
have made at least three takeoffs and three landings to a full stop during that period in an aircraft
of the same category, class, and type (if a type is required) of aircraft to be used.Note: Takeoffs
and landings required by this regulation may be accomplished in a flight simulator or flight
training device that is approved by the Administrator and used in accordance with an approved
course conducted by a certificated training center. Exceptions exist for the recent flight
experience requirements for pilots employed by a Part 119 certificate holder authorized to
conduct operations under Parts 125, 121, and 135. See §§125.281 and 125.285, 121.436 and
121.439, and 135.243 and 135.247.Exam Tip: The evaluator may ask you to demonstrate that
you’re current and eligible to take the practical test. When preparing for your practical test, verify
that you have the required hours and that you’re current, and don’t forget to double-check all of
your endorsements. Make sure that you have totaled all of the logbook columns and that the
entries make sense.2. Is a commercial pilot required to log all flight time? (14 CFR 61.51)Each
person must document and record, in a manner acceptable to the Administrator, the training and
aeronautical experience used to meet the requirements for a certificate, rating or flight review of
Part 61. They must also document and record the aeronautical experience required for meeting
the recent flight experience requirements of Part 61.3. When logging flight time in your logbook,
what minimum information is required for each entry? (14 CFR 61.51)Each person must enter
the following information for each flight or lesson logged:a. General—date; total flight time or
lesson time; location where the aircraft departed and arrived, or for lessons in a flight simulator
or flight training device, the location where the lesson occurred.b. Type of pilot experience or
training—solo; pilot-in-command; second-in-command; flight and ground training received from



an authorized instructor; training received in a flight simulator, flight training device, or aviation
training device from an authorized instructor.c. Conditions of flight—day or night; actual
instrument; simulated instrument conditions in flight, a flight simulator, flight training device, or
aviation training device.4. As a commercial pilot, you obtain a job flying freight at night. Does
your night currency count towards your currency to carry passengers during the day? (14 CFR
61.57)Yes, provided that the landings at night were accomplished (within the preceding 90 days)
in the same category, class and type (if a type rating is required) of the aircraft you will fly during
the day.5. Explain the difference between being current and being proficient. (FAA-H-8083-2,
FAA-P-8740-36)Being current means that a pilot has accomplished the minimum FAA regulatory
requirements within a specific time period to exercise the privileges of their certificate. It means
that the pilot is legal to make a flight, but it does not necessarily mean that the pilot is proficient
or competent to make that flight.
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DeanD, “Have to credit this guide with giving me a good outline of what to expect. Passed my
commercial ASEL oral in less than 2 hours. Have to credit this guide with giving me a good
outline of what to expect. Why not 5 stars? The complex airplane I flew was a Piper
PA-28R-200. This guide uses the 172/182 RG models as the examples. Not a super big deal,
but I had to use the POH a lot to get the right answers. Maybe that made for a better oral and
ride since I had my nose in the POH A LOT! You are also going to need a copy of the FAR/AIM
to truly get all you can out of this guide.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A Good Guide To Get You Oriented. This was a very helpful book. I was
working on the glider license (I already had a private ticket for both sel and glider) and wasn't
sure what to expect. But it got my head into the game, and made me much more precise in
researching and being ready to answer questions. In particular, it reminded me to know the
aircraft inside and out, including a thorough knowledge of both the ADs and the maintenance
logs.Not having taken a checkride for decades I was surprised at how extensive the oral had
become--3 hours before we ever got in the aircraft! (After that, the maneuvers were pretty
easy.) While the book's topics are primarily aimed at powered aircraft the same concepts of
managing and knowing one's environment carry over to all types of flight. Obviously no book
can cover everything, but it is a good start in preparing one for a long day. (And just remember
that the examiner will be watching and talking with you during and after the flight.)”

Aaron, “Aced my oral. This prep guide is a great tool in prepping for your oral exam. Do not use it
as you're only tool though. Read a question and then go a little deeper. If you don't understand
the answer, follow up with the references publication.”

Percy Olson, “Greatly helped prepare me for my Commercial Oral exam. The book is detailed
enough to be very helpful, but short enough I was able to get through it in a few days. The
content was excellent, providing references that I used during my exam, and gave me a great
overview of things to think about and be prepared for.  My oral exam was a piece of cake!”

Rob Skdvr, “MUST HAVE!!. This is a MUST HAVE to study for your commercial check-ride. I
went through the book 4 times, which resulted in a great oral exam.You wouldn't fly without a
checklist: why would you attempt a check-ride without this handy tool?”

yinyangqueen, “A must! Great for studying!. I love this series... seriously this book is a must have
for any commercial pilot in training. It helps so much”

WIpilot, “Be prepared for the oral exam - get this book. Long time user of the entire series. Like
ASA and their support of the CFI commuinty.”



Joseph R. Szeniawski, “As described. Good Product.. As described. Good Product.”

Tim Price, “Five Stars. It does what it says on the can”

Ebook Tops      , “20              . 20                                        ”

The book by Michael D. Hayes has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 73 people have provided feedback.
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